
Marsden Point LVL facility commissioned.
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used insulation is increased making it energy e�cient. As
a potential household it not only had to look good, it had
to run well.

Stability was also an important aspect of the construction
of the upper storey. Hyspan LVL was used to support the
second storey walls. Its easy handling on site means it was
simpler for Ravida’s carpenters to use than the steel beam
alternative. Again, stability was of the utmost importance.

The variety of materials available now means more scope
for inner city developments according to Menglis. “There’s
more scope as to what you can do design-wise. Here we
don’t lock ourselves into conventional construction but
try to be more adventurous, responding to what clients
want and the �exibility of new materials certainly helps.”

The Ravida Homes Balwyn display will be open soon.

Carter Holt Harvey’s new AUD $100
million LVL production facility is now up
and running. Located at Marsden Point,
140 km north of Auckland, the plant has
been under construction since December

1999. The superstructure is
the largest LVL structure in
the Southern Hemisphere,
using 600 m3 of Hybeam and
Hyspan in the portal frame
and underlying purlins. The
AUD $20 million continuous
press, manufactured by
German company
Die�enbacher, is one of only
four o� ts type in the world
and will produce 80,000 m3

of LVL at the end of the
planned four year ramp-up.

Dean Lawrie, the Marsden Point Site
Manager is pleased with the results of the
production start-up. “A lot of time and
e�ort was put into proper planning and
trials to ensure we ended up with a high
quality, consistent product. Initial results
certainly indicate we’ve achieved that
goal. And everyone here is con�dent that
this will continue in the future.”

Marsden Point will be producing
Hyspan, Truform and Hyplank for
New Zealand and export markets.

ne is a stand alone display and showpiece 
da Homes . With new materials and willing
for the inner city home buyer.

Project Specifications:

Hyspan LVL

Hybeam ‘I’ Joists

Engineering Design:
Timberbuilt 03 9543 3733

Laminated Veneer Lumber to AS/NZS4357

Project Specifications:

Pinex Laserframe

Hyspan LVL

Developer: Ravida Homes
Laminated Veneer Lumber to AS/NZS4357

gives Ravida quality �nish.gives Ravida quality �nish.


